The subfrontal lobe and touch learning in the octopus.
Octopuses with the supraoesophageal lobes of the brain divided longitudinally can be taught to discriminate using the arms on either side. If there is no further lesion the two sides behave alike. Lesions limited to one side did not affect the performance of the contralateral, "control" side. Lesions made in the vertical (n=7) lobes led to a slight drop in the quality of performance in training to take a smooth sphere, in discrimination training (rough vs. smooth spheres) and in subsequent extinction and transfer tests. After removal of the median inferior frontal lobe (n = 10) there were somewhat greater effects in the same direction. Much larger effects followed interference with the subfrontal lobe (n = 20). Removal of parts from this always led to a marked loss of capacity for touch learning, broadly dependent on the amount of tissue removed. Removal of the whole of the subfrontal lobe (n = 6) produced animals that showed, at best, only very slight signs of learning. Such animals can adjust their overall level of response as a result of training but they seem incapable of adjusting response levels to two objects independently. These results are discussed in relation to the function of the subfrontal lobe as a memory store.